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This paper is concerned with the topological structure of solvmanifolds i.e. spaces on which solvable Lie groups of transformations act transitively. The special case of nilmanifolds in which the group of transformations is nilpotent has been studied by Malcev [5] . Examples of two dimensional solvmanifolds are the torus, Klein bottle, cylinder, mobius strip. The central results are THEOREM A. Two compact solvmanifolds having the same fundamental group are isomorphic. THEOREM B. Any solvmanifold is covered a finite number of times by the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and a euclidean space; moreover, the covering group is abelian. THEOREM C. If S is an "algebraically connected" subgroup (cf. ?9 for definition) of the solvable Lie group G, then G/S is homeomorphic to the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and a euclidean space.
Theorem C applies for example, if S is a closed subgroup which is generated by its connected identity-component together with elements s1, s2, -such that all the eigenvalues of Adsi are positive (i = 1, 2, * ).
The assertion in Theorem A, applied to nilmanifolds, was proved by Malcev [5] . The situation in that case is simplified by virtue of the fact that two nilpotent groups which operate transitively and effectively on spaces with same fundamental group are isomorphic-a fact which is not true in the case of general solvmanifolds. Accordingly, there is a natural homeomorphism between nilmanifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups but there is no natural homeomorphism in the case of solvmanifolds. In the absence of uniqueness, therefore, proof of the existence of the homeomorphisin in Theorem A is rather elusive. After a number of algebraic maneuvers, proof of Theorem A is reduced to comparing two fibre bundles over homeomorphic toroids-the fibres being the orbits of transformation groups which are isomorphic as abstract topological groups. The main topological lemma asserts the existence of an equivariant homeomorphism between the two bundles. The major algebraic fact which underlies our method is the theorem of ?5 on uniform subgroups of solvable groups.
In Theorem B, the covering need not be univalent-as is illustrated by the mobius band. The sufficiency condition in Theorem C yields as a special case a result of Chevalley: the factor space of a solvable Lie group by a connected subgroup is a product of circles and straight lines. Theorem A yields more generally for compact solvmanifolds that if the fundamental group is abelian then the space is homeomorphic to a toroid. Finally, any compact solvmanifold is a bundle over a toroid with a nilmanifold as fibre.
?2. Definitions and preliminaries
If T is a linear transformation of a linear space Q3 over the field of complex numbers C, we denote by Ale the subset {X I X e 53, (T -X)' X = 0 for some n } and S3 = E $~x (direct) is called the decomposition of Q3 with respect to T.
If Q3 is a linear space or a Lie algebra over the field of real numbers, then Q3 shall denote its complexification, i.e., the linear space or Lie algebra over the field of complex numbers that is obtained by augmenting the basefield. By an analytic subgroup of a Lie group, we shall mean a connected Lie subgroup. If S is a subgroup of a Lie group, the connected component of the identity will be denoted by SC. Analytic subgroups and their subalgebras will be denoted by the same Roman and German capitals respectively, i.e., G and 5, Hn and Si'. If 65 is a Lie algebra, and & is an ideal in 65, [65, A~] denotes the linear subspace spanned by elements of the form [g, h] with g e 5, h e t. [6, t] is an ideal of 65 included in A. 6in denotes [65, (in-] , where 65' denotes 65. ( i is a descending sequence of ideals. 652 is called the commutator of 65 and G2 is the commutator subgroup of G (cf. [1] ) 65 denotes infn (, and it equals 'm for some m. Clearly 65/65' is a nilpotent Lie algebra. Moreover if 9? is an ideal such that 5/9? is nilpotent, then (65/TR)m = 0 for some m, so that ($m C 9? and 65 C T. Thus (ix is the unique minimum ideal $3 such that (M/13 is nilpotent.
Suppose T is a linear transformation on a linear space Q3 and T keeps the linear subspaces A, 91 invariant where 9 C 9)E. By the 9/91-part of T is meant the linear transformation induced by T on )/91 in the natural way.
DEFINITION. a(T), an(T), ammn(T) denote the number of non-zero eigen values of T, the restriction of T to 91, and the 9)I/9-part of T respectively. DEFINITION . 7r(T), 7n(T), 7m/n(T) denote the number of eigen values different from 1 of T, the restriction of T to 9, and the 9)/91-part of T respectively.
If G is an analytic group, then rank G = sup 7rXEG (Ad x) = sup aox,(ad X) = rank 5 where Adx denotes the differential of the inner automorphism g-* x-1 gx(g e G) at the identity element, and is thus an automorphism of 65.
Elements X e 5 and x e G are called regular elements of 5 and G respectively if a(X) = rank 65, 7r(x) = rank G. We now make some observations about regular elements. 1. If X is regular in 6 and '? is a subalgebra of 6 containing X then X is regular in S. Thus ai(X) + a2(X) = al(h) + a2(h) with ai(X) ? al(h), a2(X) < a2(h). Hence ai(X) = al(h) = rank A, and X is regular in A.
A similar argument proves 2. If X is regular in 6 and p denotes the natural homomorphism of 65 onto the factor algebra 6/t (I being an ideal), then p(X) is regular in / 3. If x is regular in the analytic group G and H is an analytic subgroup of G containing x, then x is regular in H.
PROOF. rank G =r(Ad x) = sup 7r(ad y) (y e H) ? sup 7ro,(Ad y) (y e H) + sup 7r@,,j(Ad y) (y e H) = sup al(Y) (Y e I) + sup (,2(Y) (Y e I) = sup a(ad Y) (Y e A) ? rank 65. Hence 7r(Ad x) = sup 7rg,(Ad y) (y e H) + sup r%/@,,(Ad y) (y e H) and thus 7r,(Ad x) = sup 7re,(Ad y) (y e H) = rank H.
In a similar way, one proves 4 . If x is regular in G, and p is a homomorphism of G, then p(x) is regular in p(G).
5. If exp X is regular in G, then X is regular in (X. For, since the eigen values of Ad exp X are exponentials of the eigen values of ad X, a(ad X) ? 7r(Ad exp X) = rank G = sup u(Ad Y) (Y E (5) > u(ad X) and thus u(ad X) = rank 6, i.e., X is regular in 65.
?3. Infinitesimal adherents
Let 23 be a finite dimensional linear space over a field K and let e denote the linear space of endomorphisms of A3.
DEFINITION. The algebraic group hull of a subset R of automorphisms of e is the intersection of all algebraic Lie subgroups of e which include R (cf. [2] ).
DEFINITION. Suppose S and T are automorphisms of S. S is called an adherent of T if S is in the algebraic group hull of T.
If G is an algebraic subgroup of A, we identify (M, which is the tangent space at the identity, with a subset of e in the natural way. Any Lie subalgebra of e that is so obtained is called an algebraic Lie algebra. The algebraic hull of a Lie subalgebra means the smallest algebraic Lie algebra including it.
Let T be an automorphism in d. DEFINITION. Any endomorphism in the Lie algebra of the algebraic group hull of T is called an infinitesimal adherent of T.
These two definitions are related to the notion of replica: the endomorphism S is a replica of the endomorphism T if S is in the smallest algebraic Lie algebra containing T.
If G is a group of endomorphisms in (, then GA, its algebraic group hull, is the totality of automorphisms of e which lie in the smallest algebraic manifold of e which includes G (cf. [2] Prop. 2, p-82).
Let G be a subgroup of L, let GA denote the algebraic group hull of G and let p be a rational representation of GA (cf. [2] for definition). It follows directly from the preceding remark and definitions that P(GA) is in the algebraic group hull of p(G). Thus dp(GA) is in the algebraic hull of dp (5) , where dp denotes the differential of p at the identity. Moreover, dp(($A) is algebraic, at least in the case that K is of characteristic 0 (cf. [2] , p. 140). Hence, dp(6A) is the algebraic hull of dp (5) . DEFINITION. A representation of an algebraic Lie algebra is called rational if it is the differential at the identity of a rational representation of its associated algebraic Lie group.
Suppose that 65 is a Lie algebra of e keeping subspaces 9N and W invariant with 91 D 9. Let HA be the algebraic hull of 6. Obviously, P5A keeps 9) and 91 invariant. Let p(X) be the 9J/9 part of X where X e (2A. Clearly p is a rational representation of OA and as a result P(5A) is the algebraic hull of p(5). Thus, if T is an automorphism of S3 keeping W1 and W invariant, and if S is an infinitesimal adherent of T, then the 9)/W part of S is an infinitesimal adherent of the 9I/W part of T.
DEFINITION. S is said to be an adherent (infinitesimal adherent) of T on 9)/9 if the 9)/91 part of S is an adherent (infinitesimal adherent) of the 9/91 part of T.
Suppose S is a semi-simple endomorphism of a linear space Q3 over the real numbers, i.e., the minimal equation of S has no repeated factors. Let Q3 = EZ%, be the decomposition of the complexification Q3 with respect to S, the complexification of S. If Z = X + Vs/-1 Y e Vax where X, Y e Q3, then
DEFINITION. I S | is the endomorphism of Z such that I S I (x) = I X | x for all x e Q3 and each X, t being a real number. I S I' is the restriction of ] it to 3.
Since j S keeps (alx + !&) n Q invariant for each X, S j keeps Q3 invariant.
Thus, I S I' is an endomorphism of Z. LEMMA 1. I S I' and I S I' are adherents of S and S respectively for all real t.
PROOF. Let G, G denote the algebraic group hull of S, S respectively. To prove the lemma, it is clearly sufficient to prove that I S I' e 0. We select for Z a base of eigen vectors of S and denote the matrix relative to this base of an endomorphism by the same letter used to denote the endomorphism. Then S = diag (Xi, -***-, Wn and I S I' = diag (lX \1' -t -* -| Xn I'), Since the set of all automorphisms of S3 with diagonal matrices is an algebraic Lie group, all elements of C are represented by diagonal matrices. Obviously XAl . LEMMA 2. Let T be any automorphism of Z, and let S, N be the unique endomorphisms such that T = S N, S is semi-simple, N-I is nilpotent (I being the identity) and SN = NS. Then T has the property of being in the connected component of I in its algebraic group hull, if and only if S has.
PROOF. It is known that S and N are adherents of T (cf. [2] , p. 184) and that there is a unique infinitesimal adherent B of N such that exp B = N (cf. [2] , p. 183).
Clearly the algebraic group hull of an endomorphism is abelian. Thus, in the case of linear spaces over the real or complex numbers, T is in the connected component of I in its algebraic group hull if and only if it is the exponential of an infinitesimal adherent. If S is in the connected component of I in its algebraic group hull, there exists an infinitesimal adherent A such that exp A = S. Then A, B and A + B are infinitesimal adherents of T and exp (A + B) = exp A -exp B = S -N = T so that T is in the connected component of I in its algebraic group-hull.
Conversely, let G denote the algebraic group hull of T and suppose that T is in the connected component of I in G. Then T = exp X, where X is an infinitesimal adherent of T. Let A and B be the semi-simple and nilpotent endomorphisms respectively such that X = A + B and AB = BA, let G(X), G(A), G(B) denote the smallest algebraic Lie group whose Lie algebra contains X, A, B respectively. Clearly in G(B) differ from I by a nilpotent endomorphism, and elements in either being in the centralizer of both A and B commute with each other. Since G = G(A) G(B) (cf. [2] p. 165) and since the representation of T as a product of two commuting automorphisms, one semi-simple and the other differing from I by a nilpotent endomorphism is unique, it follows that S e G(A). Now S N = T = exp (A + B) = exp A -exp B implies S = exp A. Since A is an infinitesimal adherent of S, S is in the connected component of its algebraic group hull. PROOF. Let T, S, N be as in Lemma 2. Since Tk = SkN k where Sk is semisimple, NkJI nilpotent, and SkNk = NkSk, and since the eigen values of T and S coincide, we may assume without loss of generality that T is semi-simple, by Lemma 2.
Let U denote T-I T 1-1. We select a fixed base of Q, the complexification of the real linear space Q3. Then U = diag (e'l, *--, ewn ), with 01, *--, On real.
Let R denote the closure of the group of endomorphisms generated by U. K is a compact abelian Lie group having a finite number of connected components. Selecting p as the smallest positive integer for which Up is in KC the connected component of I, we find that UP generates a subgroup that is dense in iK. Thus PROOF. The group of automorphisms of the algebra 65 is the algebraic Lie group keeping a certain tensor over 65 of rank 3 invariant-the tensor whose components relative to any base are the constants of structure. Thus an infinitesimal adherent of an automorphism is an "infinitesimal automorphism" or derivation. 
3) The centralizer of (M in (5u is the center of (M. Suppose (5u is a hull of (M. Let 651 be any subalgebra which includes 5. By property (2) (1 is an ideal in (Mu . Let p(X) denote the (,,-part of X for any X e ad Mu . Clearly p is a rational representation of ad (u so that p(ad (Mu) is the algebraic hull of p(ad (M). Hulls are not unique.
PROPOSITION. Every Lie algebra (M over a field of characteristic 0 has a hull. PROOF. As is well known, (D has a faithful representation and can therefore be regarded as a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a linear space. Let (5A denote the algebraic Lie algebra hull of (M, and let 3 denote the centralizer of (M in HA * Then [ Thus by induction, (5k = (5k for all k _ 2.
?5. Certain closed subgroups DEFINITION. A subgroup S of a topological group G is said to be uniform in G if and only if the space of cosets G/S is compact.
This section is devoted to proving the THEOREM. Let S be a closed uniform subgroup of the solvable real Lie group G, and let N be the analytic subgroup corresponding to the maximum nilpotent ideal of 5. Assume that S includes no proper normal analytic subgroup of G. Then SN is closed. Moreover, the maximum analytic subgroup of S is in N. The proof will come after a number of lemmas. Throughout the sequel, "Lie group" and "Lie algebras" refer to real Lie groups and algebras unless otherwise stated. PROOF. Let (M be the complexification of (i. To prove the assertion for ad X, it suffices to prove that ad X (as an element of ad (X) is non-singular on 00/[65, 6ix]. Clearly X is a regular element of (M. (cf. remark 5 of ?2). Let the direct sum Ex Hx be the decomposition of 5 with respect to ad X i.e. 5x = {Y I (ad X _ X)n y = 0 for some n} as is well known [Ox, 65] c A+,, and @0 is a nilpotent subalgebra containing X. Let 9JZ denote the subalgebra spanned by Axlo 65x.
Since @5 = 6 + A, R is clearly an ideal of (M and (5/R is nilpotent. Thus S (ix Since (ad X)n 00 = 0 for some n and (ad X)n is non-singular in (X (X $ 0), Oo n R is generated by elements of the form [Y, Z] where Y e ( Z e (-A for some X. Hence Oo n R c:
Thus from the collection of subspaces {I OxI X 0 }, there can be selected a base for a subspace of R complementary to [SR, R]. It follows immediately that the 9/[9, R]-part of ad X is non-singular. Turning now to Ad exp X-I, we can assume without loss of generality that exp X is an element of a complex Lie group 0 with Lie algebra (M. For, taking G to be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra (M, and letting x denote the exponential of X in G, we have Ad x = exp X, where Ad exp X is the extension of Ad exp X from (M to (M, and clearly, x is regular in G. Let Go denote the analytic subgroup of G determined by Oo . Since exp X is in the nilpotent complex Lie subgroup Go, Ad exp X-I is nilpotent in 6o . Since, in addition, o(ad X) = rank (M = 7r(Ad exp X) = o(Ad exp X-I), the Zxlo Ox part of Ed exp X-I is non-singular.
To conclude the proof of Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove 5J = (b. Now (ad X)N(5& = (Mx for all X 5 0 and all positive integers n. Thus AX D O5x is X 5 0, 60i D A, and hence 6ix = R. Proof of Lemma 1 is now complete.
In the course of the above proof, it was seen that ( =-)0 + R = 0 + (x. REMARK. Since (M = (S + (2X and (2X is an ideal of 65, G = C.GX. If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group, then both C and G' are closed ( [3] ). Therefore C/C n G' = CG7G' = G/G' is simply connected ( [7] ). As a result C n G' is connected ( [1] ) and is thus an analytic subgroup. Since S n (ix c
. Consequently the representation c * p with c e C, p e G" for elements of G, which is unique modulo C n G', is unique modulo [G , Go]. LEMMA 3. Let x be a regular element of the solvable connected Lie group G. Then there is a regular element X of (M such that exp X = x. If G is simply connected, then X is unique.
PROOF. Let G* denote the simply connected covering group of G. If x e G is regular, then so is any element x* E G* which lies over x, since Ad x = Ad x* (when we identify 65 and 65*). In view of this, there is no loss of generality in assuming that G is simply connected, i.e., it is sufficient to prove that if G is a simply connected solvable Lie group, and x is a regular element of G, then there exists a unique X e 65 such that exp X = x. We will prove this assertion by induction on dim 65. But first we require some remarks.
(1) A minimal non-zero ideal of a solvable real Lie algebra has dimension at most 2.
PROOF. Let ? be a minimal non-zero ideal of the real solvable Lie algebra 65. PROOF. Let G denote the simply connected group with Lie algebra (M, let 21 denote the one dimensional subalgebra generated by Y and let A denote the analytic subgroup determined by 21. Then A and Z, being analytic subgroups of a simply connected solvable group, are closed and simply connected. Since 65 = 2f + Z, G = A * T. Moreover, A/A n T = ATIT = GIT is simply connected since T is connected ( [7] ). Hence A n T is a connected Lie subgroup.
Since its Lie algebra is {O }, A n T = { identity}, and G is the semi-direct product of A and T. Let (V, W) denote the element exp V1t exp W of G V e XI, W e Z. Then every element of G can be expressed uniquely as (V, W). where the coordinates of g(At) are of order O(At2) in any admissible coordinate system about the identity element, i.e., a coordinate system in which group multiplication is analytic. Now g(t) = (exp tY*exp tW) exp t(Y + W) e T so that g(t) = exp U(t) with U(t) e T. Since logarithmic coordinates are admissible, limg,. uniquely where V = tY. PROOF OF LEMMA. Let P(n) denote the assertion: If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group of dimension at most n and if x is a regular element of G, there is a unique X e 5 such that exp X = x. Clearly P(O) is true. Assume P(k) is true for 0 < k < n and suppose dim 0S = n. Let T be a minimal non-zero ideal of (5, and let p denote the natural homomorphism of G onto G/T. Since T is connected, G/T is simply connected.
Furthermore p(x) is regular in GIT (cf. ?2). Hence there is a unique X E/ such that exp X = p(x). Let X e p-'(X), and let T = p-1(R), where 9 is the one dimensional subalgebra of 5/Z containing X. Then 9 is generated by X and Z. Since Z is minimal in S, [(5, Z] is either {0} or Z. In the first case T is abelian, and x lies on a unique one parameter subgroup of the (simply connected) analytic subgroup R. In the second case, x is regular in 9 (cf. ?2) and thus lies on a unique one parameter subgroup of R. Thus there exists an X e T such that X = r. If Y e (5 and exp Y = x, then p(Y) = X so that Y e 9 and hence Y = X. Thus P(n) is true. Hence P(n) is true for every n, which implies that Lemma 3 is true.
REMARK. By a discussion parallel to the one employed above, we can prove: if x is an element of the solvable connected Lie group G such that Ad x is semisimple (on 6) then x lies on a one parameter subgroup of G.
REMARK. In the special case that G is a simply connected nilpotent group, Lemma 3 asserts that every element lies on a unique one parameter subgroup. In this case the endomorphism ad X is nilpotent for X e @, and hence ad X is an infinitesimal adherent of exp ad X = Ad exp X ([2] p. 159). From this it follows that if S is a subgroup of G and V is the linear span of {X I exp X e S}, then 9) is a subalgebra. For x-l Sx c S implies Ad x keeps {X ] exp X e S} and hence 9 invariant. Consequently ad X(M) c M if exp X e S, and thus ad 9(9) c 9, i.e. 9 is a subalgebra. Let M denote the analytic subgroup determined by P. Then S C M and S is uniform in M (cf. [5] , Lemma 1, Theorem 1). M is clearly the minimum analytic subgroup of G which includes S. Since G is simply connected, it can also be characterized as the unique analytic subgroup of G in which M is uniform.
Let now G be a simply connected solvable Lie group, 9 is maximal nilpotent ideal, and N the analytic subgroup determined by 91. If H is any analytic subgroup of G, then H n N is a (connected) analytic subgroup. For H, N, and HN, being analytic subgroups of G, are closed and simply connected. Therefore H/H n N = HN/N is simply connected ( [7] ). Hence H n N is connected ( [1] ) and therefore an analytic subgroup. As a result, any subgroup S of N is contained in a (unique) minimum analytic subgroup M of G and S is uniform in M. Since M is not uniform in any analytic subgroup of G including M properly (cf. ?15 below), S is not uniform in any analytic subgroup larger than M. Thus M is the unique analytic subgroup of G in which S is uniform. LEMMA 4. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group and S a subgroup containing a regular element x. Let M be the analytic subgroup of G' in which S n G' is uniform. Let C be the Cartan subalgebra of (M which contains the element X such that exp X = x, and let C be the analytic subgroup determined by G. Let Since G' is simply connected, and T is a closed connected subgroup containing [GO, Go], GUST is a simply connected abelian Lie group. By choice of s = c p, the element p* = pT/T is distinct from the identity in G'/T. Let A* denote the (2X/Z-part of Ad x. Since x-'pk = p(modulo T), A*(X*) = X*, where X* is the element in the Lie algebra 5'/Z such that exp X* = p*. Since X* $ 0, A* has an eigenvalue 1, and consequently Ad x -I is singular on6'/[6'2, 65y] -contradicting Lemma 1. Thus S c CT.
LEMMA 5. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group, and S a uniform subgroup of G containing a regular element. Then S n P is uniform in P.
PROOF. Let C, M, T have the same meaning as in Lemma 4. For convenience, we denote G' by P. Since P is a nilpotent Lie algebra, P = M + P' implies M = P; since P is a simply connected solvable group, T is uniform in P if and only if T = P; ST is a subgroup and ST n P = (S n P)T = T. From these observations it follows that the following five conditions are mutually equivalent:
(1) S n P is uniform in P (2) M = P (3) T = P (4) T is uniform in P (5) ST n P is uniform in P.
Thus to prove Lemma 5, we can assume without loss of generality that S = ST, i.e., that S contains T. Since S D P', S n P is uniform in P if and only if S/P' n PIP' is uniform in PIP' = (G/P')'. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that P' = 0. In this simple case, the group G (which is the original G/[G , Gi]) is a simply connected solvable Lie group, and the subgroup S is uniform and contains a regular element (cf. Remark 4 of ?2). Now G = C -P with P normal and C n P consists of the identity alone. Hence G is the semi-direct product of C and P, and therefore CT is a closed subset of G. Hence a c CT, T = S n P, S = C n SP n S, and SPIP is homeomorphic to C n S. Since C n S is closed, SP/P and hence SP are closed subgroups. Hence SP/S being closed space U/S, is compact. It follows that P/S n P -SP/S is compact, i.e., S n P is uniform in P. Proof of Lemma 5 is now complete. LEMMA 6. Let Q3 be a finite dimensional real linear space, and Z a uniform discrete subgroup of Q3, and let T be an endomorphism of V3 which maps Z onto Z. There exists a positive number E depending only on the dimension of Q3 such that if the eigenvalues of T are all within e of 1, then they are all equal to 1.
PROOF. As is well known, there is a base for V3 whose elements are in Z. Relative to such a base, the matrix of T has integral coefficients. Thus the characteristic polynomial of T has integral coefficients. Consider now the mapping:
(P: (A1 yX 2 X .. THEOREM. Let G be a solvable simply connected Lie group, and let 91 be the maximum nilpotent ideal of 65. Let S be a closed uniform subgroup of G which includes no proper normal analytic subgroup of G. Then SN is a closed subgroup of G. Moreover, the connected component of the identity in S is in N.
PROOF. Let H be the component of the identity of SN. To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that H = N. Proof will be by contradiction.
H, being a closed connected subgroup of G, is an analytic subgroup. Since an element X of 65 is in 91 if and only if the 6-part of ad X is nilpotent, and since (2x c 91 c , 91 is the maximum nilpotent ideal of ' too. ! is an ideal and ,x is characteristic in ,D, so that ,x is an ideal in 65.
Suppose now that H # N. Then H' # {O} and thus SH does not include H', where SH denotes S n H. SH is uniform in H, for H/SN _ H/S n H -SH/S and SH/S, being a closed subset of the compact space G/S, is compact. SH contains a regular element of H whose adjoint representatives have all theireigen-values arbitrarily close to 1, for SHN = H (Lemma 7). In light of the foregoing, SH n H' is uniform in H' (Lemma 5).
For convenience let P, E, and F denote H', SH n H', and the connected comnonent of the latter, respectively. FP' # P or else the nilpotent analytic groups P and F would coincide, which is impossible. Furthermore, EP' is a closed subgroup since E is a closed uniform subgroup of the nilpotent group P [cf. [5] , Theorem 1. E n P' is uniform in P' according to the last sentence of Theorem 1. Hence EP'/P' = EE n P.P'/P' = E E n P.P'/P' = P'/E n P' is compact. Thus EP' is closed The hypothesis that G is simply connected can be dropped giving the COROLLARY. Let G be a solvable analytic group, S a closed uniform subgroup of G, and 9 the maximum nilpotent ideal of G. Assume S contains no proper normal analytic subgroup of G. Then SN is closed and the connected component of the identity in S is in N.
PROOF. Let G* be the simply connected covering group of G, let S* be the complete inverse image of S* in G, and let 91* be the maximum nilpotent ideal of 65*. Then S* is a closed uniform subgroup of (5* which contains no proper normal analytic subgroups of G*. By the theorem the connected component of the identity of S*N* is N*. It follows immediately that N is the maximum analytic subgroup of SN and that SN is closed. A subgroup S is said to be full in the analytic group F if and only if F is a minimal analytic subgroup containing S.
A full subgroup of a nilpotent analytic group is uniform. If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group, and F is an analytic subgroup containing the subgroup S, then F contains the (unique) analytic subgroup of N in which S n N is uniform, 91 being the maximal nilpotent ideal of 65. (cf. Remarks following Lemma 3 of ?5) PROPOSITION . If S is a full subgroup of the simply connected analytic group G, then SG' is uniform in G. If S is full in G and S n G' is uniform in G', then S is uniform in G.
PROOF. G', being a normal analytic subgroup of the simply connected analytic group G, is closed ( [4] ). Hence SGI/G', being a full subgroup in the nilpotent group G/G' is uniform. It follows immediately that SG' is uniform in G. Assume that in addition S n G' is uniform in G'. Then SG'/S = Gc/Gc n S is compact and hence SG' is a closed subgroup of G. Since G/S / SGO/S = G/SGX is compact too, G/S is compact, i.e., S is uniform in G.
?7. A construction
We now describe a construction which will be employed later. Let G be a simply connected solvable analytic group, and (Mu a hull of (M (see ?4). Let Gu be the simply connected analytic group with Lie algebra (Mu . Since an analytic subgroup of a simply connected solvable Lie group is simply connected (cf. [3] ), we can identify G with the analytic subgroup of Gu whose Lie subalgebra is '5. We denote the adjoint representations of G, 65, Gu, (Mu by Ad, ad, Adu, adu respectively. Suppose now that S is a closed subgroup of G and J is an analytic subgroup of G including G' such that SJ is a closed uniform subgroup, and SJ/J is discrete, i.e., the connected component of the identity in S is in J. (i = 1, * *, k). We define the Lie algebra 5* to be the algebra generated by 3 and elements X*, X2*, ... X* which are independent over 3, the commutation relations being:
We define G* to be the simply connected analytic group with Lie algebra 6*, and we regard the simply connected group J as a subgroup of G*. Let S* denote the subgroup of G* that is generated by xl , * , X* together with S n J. Since (5*' c S and G* is simply connected, G*/J is a simply connected abelian group. Regarding it as an additive vector group, the images of xl*, * k constitute a base. Hence elements of the subgroup S*J can be represented uniquely in the canonical form x178 .x2*n2 ... Xk .y where ni, ... nk are integers and y e J.Let denotethemappingxi .. y .. . xkyof S*J into SJ. Given any two elements of S*J in canonical form, the canonical form of their product is determined by the commutators x x3 x, x* 1, which are elements of J, together with the s-parts of Ad xi* (i, j = 1, k., l). But clearly Ad xi* and Ad xi coincide on a and moreover xixj*x'i3-xj*-x = xixjxix71 (i, j = 1, ... , k).
Hence sp preserves products and is therefore a homomorphism.
We now make some observations about the foregoing: (1) Sp is an isomorphism and (p(S*) is of finite index in S. PROOF. BY definition, xi = s? i where {Is, * , Sk) is a base for SJ modulo J. Hence elements of 0p(S*J) can be expressed uniquely as xl ... x* y where ni, .** nk are integers and y e J. It follows immediately that sp is an isomorphism. Now SJ/J = S/S n J. Hence si, * Sk constitute a base for S modulo S n J, and s1 I , s..
, S n J generate a subgroup of finite index in S. Thus sp(S*) is of finite index in S.
(2) S*J and jo(S*J) are closed uniform subgroups of G* and G respectively. PROOF. Both S*J/J and 0p(S*J)/J are subgroups of a vector group and are generated by linearly independent elements equal in number to dim (2-dim 3 = dim W-dim 3. Hence these subgroups are closed and uniform in G*/J and G/J. Consequently S*J and 0p(S*J) are closed uniform subgroups.
(3) G*/S*J and G/Ip(SJ) are isomorphic toroid groups (i.e. direct products of reals mod one).
PROOF. G/S*J and G/jp(S)J are each compact abelian Lie groups and hence direct products of circle groups. Since each has dimension dim (2-dim 3, they are isomorphic.
(4) 0(S* n N*) D S n N, where %* is the maximum nilpotent ideal of (X*. PROOF. Let R denote the (unique) minimum analytic subgroup of N which includes S n N. Then R is also the minimum analytic subgroup of G which includes S n N (cf. remarks following Lemma 3 of ?5). By hypothesis J v S n N. Hence J D R, and thus ad X is nilpotent on a for all X e N. Since [(M*, (M*] c a, ad*X is nilpotent on (M* for all X e 9?, where ad* denotes the adjoint representation of *. Thus R C N*, and O(S* n N*) v O(S* n R) = O(S n R) = SnR = S n N.
(5) Let F* be an analytic subgroup of G* which includes S* and let 3* be the maximum nilpotent ideal of A*. Then O(S* n P*) v S n N.
PROOF. Let R* denote the minimum analytic subgroup of N* which includes S* n N*. Since R* is minimum in G* also, R* c F*. Clearly R* c P*. Hence S* nP* S* nR* = S* n N* and O(S* n P*) D o(S* n N*) D S n N. It is clear that 65* is generated by elements X such that ad X keeps 9N + [65o, 65x] invariant. It follows that M [G', G"] is normal in G*.
by a theorem of Malcev ([5]), [SH/H, SH/H] is uniform in [G/H, G/H], that is, S'H/H is uniform in G'H/H. Let R be the minimum analytic subgroup of G' which includes S'. Since G'H/H is the minimum analytic subgroup of the nilpotent group G/H which includes S'H/H, G'H/H is included in the analytic
(7) If SN is uniform in G, we may clearly take J to be the connected component of the identity in SN. Carrying out the construction of G* with this choice for J, S* then contains a regular element of G*.
PROOF. If L is a linear Lie group, we denote by alg(L) its algebraic group hull, i.e. the intersection of all algebraic Lie groups which include L. As is known, alg(L) is the set of non-singular endomorphisms in the minimum algebraic manifold including L (cf. PROOF. Let J be the connected component of the identity in the normalizer of Me [Fy, Fr] , and let G1 be the group obtained from F with this choice of J in the construction described above (cf. Remark 6 of this section). Let Si and 01 denote the subgroup of G, and the isomorphism of SiJ into SJ that are yielded by the construction. SF' is uniform in F since S is full in F. Since 01(Si) is of finite index in S, 01(S,)F' is uniform in F and hence in every closed subgroup of F in which it is included. Thus 0(S,)F' is uniform in 0(SlJ) and therefore SIF' is uniform in S1J. Inasmuch as S1J is uniform in G1 (Remark 2) SlF' is uniform in G1, and a fortiori SIN, is uniform in G1, where 9f1 is the maximal nilpotent ideal of ()h . Let J1 be the connected component of the identity in S1N1 ; and let O be the group obtained with this choice for J in the construction described above (cf. Remark 7). Let S and 02 denote the subgroup of 02 and the isomorphism of SJ, into SlJl that are yielded by the construction. Let J = J n J1 . Now [ (6, 65] a closed uniform subgroup of G . Consequently, the discrete abelian group 0(SJ)/J has a linearly independent system of generators which constitute a base for the simply connected abelian group F/J regarded as a vector group. Consequently SU/.7 has a system of independent generators equal in number to dim F/J -dim O/J. Since SJ/J is moreover closed in 0/J, it is uniform in it.
Thus SJ is a closed uniform subgroup of G.
G/SJ and F/G(SJ), being compact abelian Lie groups of the same dimension, are isomorphic toroid groups. THEOREM. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group and S a closed subgroup of G. There exists an S-simplifying sequence.
PROOF. Take G1 = G, Si = S, and let F, be any analytic subgroup of G1 in which Si is full. We define the simplifying sequence by induction. Let jk be the analytic subgroup of Fk whose existence is asserted in the theorem of ?7. Let Gk+l denote the extension of Jk that is described in that theorem, and let Sk+1 , Ok , Fk+i , Mk, Nk denote the subgroups and homomorphism corresponding to S, 0, F, M, NF respectively (notation of ?7). Let Tk+1 = Sk +1 -k . Consides now the infinite sequence G,, F1, G2 I F2 I ... thus defined. Properties (1), (2), (3) and (4) Since moreover Sn is full in Fn X it follows by the result in ?6 that Sn is uniform in Fn. Thus G1 , F1, ? * * Gn , Fn is an S-simplifying sequence with initial group G.
?9. Algebraically connectable subgroups DEFINITION. Let S be a closed subgroup of the Lie group G. S is called algebraically connectable (to be abbreviated as AC) in G if and only if there exists a subgroup R (not necessarily closed) in S such that (1) S = Rag SC, and (2) for all x e R, Ad x is the exponential of an infinitesimal adherent (or equivalently, it is in the connected component of its algebraic group hull-the algebraic group hull being abelian).
PROPOSITION. Suppose S is a closed subgroup of the solvable Lie group G, and assume there exists a subset z c S such that (1) z together with SC generate S, and (2) all the eigenvalues of Ad x are positive real numbers of any x E I. Then S is AC in G.
PROOF. By the theorem of ?3, any endomorphism whose eigenvalues are all positive is the exponential of an infinitesimal adherent. Thus to prove the proposition, it will be sufficient to show that if U and V are elements of Ad S whose eigenvalues are all positive, the same is true of UV-1. Clearly U and V are contained in a connected solvable analytic group of endomorphisms. Consequently, by the well known theorem of Sophus Lie, U and V are simultaneously triangulizable. It follows immediately that all the eigenvalues of UV1-are positive. Proof of the proposition is now complete.
NOTATION. If S is a closed subgroup of the analytic group G, we denote by AdFx the a-part of Ad x for any element x of G which normalizes F. REMARK 1. Let F be an analytic subgroup of the analytic group G. If S is AC in G and S c F, then S is AC in F.
PROOF. Let R be the subgroup of S which together with SC generates S and such that AdGX is the exponential of an infinitesimal adherent for all x E R. Let x e R, and let x be the infinitesimal adherent of AdGX such that exp X = AdGX. Denote the 0-part of X by X'. Then X' is an infinitesimal adherent of AdFx and exp X' = AdFx (cf. ?3). Thus S is AC in F.
REMARK 2. Let OX be a hull of 65 and assume G c G, . If S is AC in G, then S is AC in G,,.
PROOF. Let R be the subgroup of S described above, and let x E R. To prove that AdGuX is in the connected component of the identity of its algebraic group hull, it is sufficient to prove this for U its semi-simple factor (cf. ?3).
Furthermore, to prove that U is in the connected component of the identity in its algebraic group hull, it suffices to show this for the Off/65 and (M parts of U. Now this is true for the 65 part of U, which is AdGX, by hypothesis. Furthermore, 0 being an ideal in 6X , the Mu/@ part of UT is the identity automorphism. It follows that U and hence AdG;X is in the connected component of the identity in its algebraic group hull. Thus S is AC in G, .
REMARK 3. Let G denote the simply connected covering group of G, and let S denote the complete inverse image of S in G. Then S is AC in G if and only if S is AC in G.
PROOF. Suppose S is AC in G. Let R be as above. Let ir denote the natural homomorphism of G onto G, and let R = 7r-'(R). Clearly R and Sc generate S. Moreover, identifying 6 and 6, Ad x and Ad 7r(x) are the same for any x E G. It follows that S is AC in G. Proof of the converse is similar. REMARK 4 . Assume that S is AC in the simply connected solvable group G. Let J, 0, S* be as in the construction of ?7. Then G* can be so constructed that S* is AC in G* and -0(S*) = S.
PROOF. In selecting the base s1 , He s. for SJ modulo J, select the si e R(i = 1, --*, n) where R is as above. Then pi = 1(i = 1, * -*, n) (cf. ?7 for notation). Then clearly 0(S*) = S. By an argument similar to that used in proof of Remark 2), it is seen that S* is AC in G*. THEOREM. Let G be a simply connected solvable group, and let S be an AC subgroup of G. Then there exists an S-simplifying sequence G1 = G, F1 , G2 , F2 , *
Gn i Fn such that Ok(Sk+l) = Sn(k = 1, * -, n -1) where Ok , Sk are as in ?8.
Proof consists of tracing the construction of the sequence and applying Remark 4 above at each stage.
?10. An equivariant homeomorphism
We prove here a topological lemma which will play an important role below. LEMMA. Let Ei be ni-dimensional euclidean space (i = 1, 2). Let ri be a topological group operating freely on Ei (i.e. g(p) = g9(p) implies g = gi) in such a way that Ei is a fiber bundle with the orbits of ri as fibers. Assume (1) there is an isomorphism 0 of rl onto r2 as abstract topological groups; (2) El/rP and E2/r2 are toroids. Then there is a honmeomorphism p of E1 onto E2 which is equivariant with respect to 0.
PROOF.1 Obviously we lose no generality in supposing that Pi = "2 = r and 0 is the identity. The lemma then follows essentially from the classification theorem for universal bundles (see [8] p. 101).
E1 is a principal F-bundle and E2 is an n-universal F-bundle for every n. By the classification theorem, El is equivalent to the r bundle fr' E2 that is induced by a continuous mapping f of El/] . into E2/]. . Similarly there is a continuous mapping g of E2/F, into El/FP with E2 equivalent to g-l E1. Denote by f' and g' the induced bundle maps of f1 E2 into E2 and g-l E1 into E1. Let h1 , h2 denote the equivalence maps of E1 ontofl E2 and E2 onto g-1 E1 ; these induce the identity maps of the base space. Set f = f'h1 and g = g'h2 . Then f (resp. g) is a bundle map of E1 into E2 (resp. E2 into E1). We can describe the mapping g f of El/Fr into E2/rF as the base-space mapping induced by the bundle map gf of E1 into E2. E1 being equivalent to the induced bundle (g f)f1 E1 (cf. [8] p. 48) and El being the bunidle induced by the identity mapping, we have g f homotopic to the identity by the classification theorem. Similarly f g is homotopic to the identity. Thus f is a homotopy equivalence of El/l r into E2/P. . A solvmanifold is a manifold on which a solvable Lie group of transformations operates transitively, i.e., a space G/S where G is a solvable Lie group and S is a closed subgroup. In Case 1, either X + X or X -X will be a mod ak-eigenvector in 6. Select such an eigenvector, call it Xk+1 and define ak+1 to be the subalgebra generated by ak and Xk+l . In Case (2), let X be a mod ak eigenvector. cannot be a mod ak-eigenvector. Hence [X, X] = 0. Define Fk+l to be the subalgebra of (M that is generated by {X + X, (X -X)//-1, W.}. In this way the desired sequence of subalgebras is selected. LEMMA 2. If F is an analytic subgroup of the simply connected solvable group G, then G contains a closed subset E which is homeomorphic to a euclidean space such that the mapping (ef) -* ef is a homeomorphism of E X F with G.
PROOF. By the previous lemma, there exists a sequence of analytic subgroups Fo C F1 C ... c F. such that dim Fj+l -dim Fj < 2. Now as is well known, an analytic subgroup of G is closed and homeomorphic to a euclidean space (cf. [3] ). Hence Fk+l/Fk is a simply connected one or two dimensional solvmanifold and therefore Fk+l/Fk is euclidean (k = 0, * , n) (cf. [6] 
where E = En-1 X .. X Eo is a euclidean space. An immediate consequence of this lemma is that if S is a closed subgroup in an analytic subgroup F of the solvable simply connected group G, then G/S = G/F X F/S where G/F is homeomorphic to a euclidean space.
NOTATION. In our discussion of solvmanifolds G/S, we will assume G and S to satisfy conditions (1), (2) , and (3) above. We will denote by E the euclidean space G/SC and by A the group/ S/C. r will denote a certain closed subgroup of SN/SC which contains S/SC and such that (a) E/r is a toroid; (b) rC c N/SC.
It may be noted that r = A rC. It should also be noted that A is isomorphic in a natural way to the Poincar6 group of covering transformations of G/Snamely:
The covering transformations are d8: [ Given two solvmanifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups, we see from the foregoing that they can be represented as El/Al and E2/A2 with A1 and A2 isomorphic. Since E, is acyclic in all dimensions, it is well-known that El/Al and E2/A2 have the same homotopy type (cf. proof of lemma in ?10). By making use of group-theoretic properties of solvable Lie groups, we shall be able to apply the corollary of ?11 and thereby prove the stronger results of ??12 and 13.
?12. Compact solvmanifolds THEOREM 1. A compact solvmanifold whose fundamental group is abelian is homeomorphic to a toroid.
PROOF. By the results of the previous section we may assume our space to be G/S where G is simply connected and solvable, SC is a normal subgroup of N, S n N is uniform in N, and S/5C is abelian.
Let x be any element of S n N/Sc. The centralizer of x in the nilpotent group N/SC being both connected (?5) and uniform, it coincides with N. Thus S n N/SC is central in N/Sc. But the center of the nilpotent group, being both connected (ibid.) and uniform coincides with N/Sc. Hence N/SC is abelian and by the same argument centralizes S/Sc. Hence We have two compact solvmanifolds Gi/Si with Gi simply connected, (i = 1, 2) and an isomorphism 0 of the fundamental group S1/S' onto S2/1S, SC denoting the connected component of the identity in Si(i = 1, 2). Let Ni denote the maximum normal nilpotent analytic subgroup of Gi(i = 1, 2). SiNi is closed, and we may suppose, as in the proof of the above theorem, that S' is a normal subgroup of Ni(i = 1, 2). Let Ai = Si/SC(i = 1, 2). T1 = '-1(A2 n N2/S'), and let rF denote the (unique) analytic subgroup of the nilpotent group N1/S' which has T1 n N1/S1 as a uniform subgroup. Define T2 = 0(T1) and rF as the analytic subgroup of the nilpotent group N2/S' which includes T2 as a uniform subgroup. The isomorphism 0 between T1 and T2 can be extended to an isomorphism between the nilpotent groups rF and rF (cf. [5] ). Set ri = Ai rc (i = 1, 2). Then 0 extends in the obvious way to an isomorphism between rl and r2 . Now rF c NI/SC (i = 1, 2; "prime" denotes commutator Inasmuch as S* is uniform in F, X Fn/S* is a compact solvmanifold. Thus G/S* is homeomorphic to the direct product of a euclidean space and a compact solvmanifold. Now S* includes the commutator subgroup S'. For S' C [F1 , Fi] C N1 , whereas S n Ni = Si n N1 C 01(S2 n N2) C 01 02(S3 n N3) C * C 01 02 .. **nl(Snn Nn) C S1.
It is equally clear that S* is of finite index in S.
Thus G/S* is a finite sheeted covering of G/S under the covering mapping [x S*'] -* [x S]. Let SC denote the connected component of the identity in S. Thus the fundamental groups of G/S and G/S*1 are S/SC and 51/5C respectively (?11). Since S/SC is a normal subgroup of S/5CS G/S* is a regular covering space of G/S. Since S/CS/S~lSc = S/S* , the covering group is a finite abelian group, and the covering is finite sheeted-the number of sheets being the index of S* in S.
THEOREM C. Let G be a solvable Lie group and S an AC subgroup. Then G/S is the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and an euclidean space.
PROOF. Let G1 denote the simply connected covering group of G, and let S1 be the complete inverse image of S in G1 under the natural homomorphism. Then G1/51 = G/S and S, is AC in G1 (cf. ?9). Hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that the group G is simply connected. We now proceed as in the proof of the preceding theorem. The fact that S is AC in G, implies the existence of an S-simplifying sequence such that 0k(Sk+l) = Sk , (k = 1, ... n -1). Using such a simplifying sequence in the proof of Theorem B, we conclude that S* = S, and G/S is the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and an euclidean space. COROLLARY 1. Suppose that S is a closed subgroup of a solvable group G which includes a subset R such that (1) R and SC generate S, and (2) if x -R, then all the eigenvalues of Ad x are positive real numbers. Then G/S is the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and an euclidean space.
PROOF. Such a subgroup is AC in G (cf. ?9). COROLLARY 2. (Chevalley) If S is a closed connected subgroup of a solvable group G, then G/S is homeomorphic to a direct product of circles and straight lines.
PROOF. Such a subgroup is AC in G (cf. definition ?9). Hence G/S is homeomorphic to the direct product of a compact solvmanifold and an euclidean space. On the other hand, the fundamental group of G/S is the abelian group where S is the complete inverse image of S in the simply connected covering group G of G under the natural homomorphism (cf. [6] p. 617). Hence the compact solvmanifold which occurs in the decomposition of G/S has abelian fundamental group. Since toroids are compact solvmanifolds with abelian fundamental groups, it follows directly that G/S is the direct product of a toroid by a euclidean space, i.e., the product of circles and straight lines.
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

